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Most Popular Attractions: 

• Profits (earnings) - What you make!
!

• Possessions (ownings) - What you!
  have!
!

• Prosperity (living) - What you want 

Profits =!
Motivational Issues!

of Life 

The Bible does!
not condemn profit. 

In all labor there is profit, !
but idle chatter leads !

only to poverty. !
!

—PROVERBS 14:23 NKJV 

For the love of money !
is a root of all kinds of evil…!

!
—1 TIMOTHY 6:10 NKJV 
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God hates cheating in the 
marketplace; He loves it when!

business is aboveboard. !
!

—PROVERBS 11:1 MSG 

The LORD demands fairness !
in every business deal; !
He sets the standard. !

!
—PROVERBS 16:11 NLT 

Money is the principle !
instrument by which the !

affairs of this world are tuned.

Money: 

• Offers Independence

The rich rules over the !
poor, and the borrower is !

servant to the lender.!
 !

—PROVERBS 22:7 NKJV 

Money: 

• Offers Independence!
• Creates Power
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The rich man s wealth is his !
strong city; the destruction of !

the poor is their poverty.!
!

—PROVERBS 10:15 NKJV 

Money: 

• Offers Independence!
• Creates Power!
• Attracts Attention

Wealth makes many friends,  
but the poor is separated  

from his friend.!
!

—PROVERBS 19:4 NKJV 

Money: 

• Offers Independence!
• Creates Power!
• Attracts Attention!
• Provides Substance

Honor the LORD with your 
possessions, and with the !

firstfruits of all your increase… !
!

—PROVERBS 3:9 NKJV 

Money: 

• Offers Independence!
• Creates Power!
• Attracts Attention!
• Provides Substance!
• Enables Generosity 
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There is one who scatters, yet increases !
more; and there is one who withholds !

more than is right, but it leads to poverty. !
The generous soul will be made rich, and !

he who waters will also be watered himself. !
The people will curse him who withholds !
grain, but blessing will be on the head of !

him who sells it.!
—PROVERBS 11:24-26 NKJV 

Group A:  Make money first before pursuing 
true interests (83% of respondents).!
!

Group B: Pursue true interests first, 
believing money would eventually follow !
(17% of respondents).!
!

20 years later:  Group A = 1 millionaire;!
Group B = 100 millionaires out of 255 people!
!

                      — Mark Albion, Making a Life, Making a Living

Possessions =!
Material Issues!

of Life 

Scan your possessions: 

• Don t own things you don t use!
  regularly.

Scan your possessions: 

• Don t own things you don t use!
  regularly.!
• Don t own things just because!
  you can.

Scan your possessions: 

• Don t own things you don t use!
  regularly.!
• Don t own things just because!
  you can.!
• Don t miss the joy of giving.
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Honor the LORD with your possessions, 
and with the  

firstfruits of all your increase;  
so your barns will be filled with  

plenty, and your vats will overflow  
with new wine. !

!
—PROVERBS 3:9-10 NKJV 

He who has pity on the !
poor lends to the LORD, !

and He will pay back !
what he has given. !

!
—PROVERBS 19:17 

You can have as much !
   as you give away.

Prosperity =!
Meaningful Issues!

of Life 

If your definition of prosperity !
is simply more, !

then you are likely to !
end up with an empty and 

meaningless life.

R-E-A-L Prosperity: 

Relationships!
E!
A !
L
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In the house of the righteous there !
is much treasure, but in the revenue !
of the wicked is trouble… Better is a !
little with the fear of the LORD, than !
great treasure with trouble.  Better is !

a dinner of herbs where love is, !
than a fatted calf with hatred.  !

!

—PROVERBS 15:6, 16-17 NKJV 

R-E-A-L Prosperity: 

Relationships!
Enough!
A !
L

Do not overwork to be rich; because !
of your own understanding, cease!  !

Will you set your eyes on that !
which is not? For riches certainly !
make themselves wings; they fly !

away like an eagle toward heaven. !
!

—PROVERBS 23:4-5 NKJV 

R-E-A-L Prosperity: 

Relationships!
Enough!
Attitudes!
L

Two things I request of You (deprive me !
not before I die): remove falsehood and !

lies far from me; give me neither poverty !
nor riches—feed me with the food allotted !
to me; lest I be full and deny You, and say, !

Who is the LORD?  Or lest I be poor and !
steal, and profane the name of my God. !

!

—PROVERBS 30:7-9 NKJV 

R-E-A-L Prosperity: 

Relationships!
Enough!
Attitudes!
Legacy
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A good name is to be chosen !
rather than great riches, !
loving favor rather than !

silver and gold. !
!

—PROVERBS 22:1 NKJV 

A thick bankroll is not help !
when life falls apart, but a !
principled life can stand !

up to the worst. !
!

—PROVERBS 11:4 MSG 


